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NEGOTIATION MINUTES 
June 8, 2015 

 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION PRESENT: Amy White, Tim McMurtrey 
 
MHEA PRESENT: Luke Franklin, Rich Urquidi, Terri Sanders, Topher Wallaert 
 
OTHERS PRESENT: Marilyn Kellerman, Rhonda Urquidi, Denise Weis, Robynn Schipani, Janet Hughes, 

Cliff Ogborn, Jack Walborn (about 1-hour), Rebecca Lyon, Rosemary Ash, Karen 
Kohring, Albert Longhurst, Roberta Lockett 

 
MINUTES: Sharon Whitman 
 
NEGOTIATIONS STARTED:  9:04 a.m. 
 
These negotiation minutes are a transcript of the conversations of the negotiation meeting. The intent, meaning, 
and direction of the conversations are transcribed below; most every word spoken has been transcribed. The 
negotiation meeting was recorded by both the District Administration Office (Board or District) and the Mountain 
Home Education Association (MHEA or Association). For a copy of the audio, please contact either the MHEA 
(Richard Urquidi) or the District Office (Sharon Whitman). 
 
Where the term “master agreement” and “master contract” are used, the true name of the document is Collective 
Bargaining Agreement (CBA) and is used in place of it. 
 
1. Welcome – (Rich handed out the day’s agenda) 
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2. Review Previous Minutes - June 3, 2015 – 
 Amy – I’m only on page 9 out of 55 pages and I have only come across one thing and it’s on page 6, 

when Cliff talks about PPS and the line that says, “…other than the fact that they cannot have kids…,” it 
should say, “…do not have kids…,” because some PPS can at times have kids…very minor, but that is 
the only thing I’ve seen so far. Have you [Rich] had a chance to read it? 

 Rich – I haven’t…do you want to table it ‘til next time? 
 Amy – why don’t we delay this until the next meeting. 
 Amy – there were….one other thing [on the minutes] I want to correct or clean up, because as I looked 

at it I thought there could be a misperception of it…and I want everything as transparent as possible. I 
gave you [MHEA] the math on the insurance, and what I was doing…I was not giving you the increase 
amounts, I was giving you the total amounts and I want to make sure I give you the actual increase 
amounts. I had Cliff do that math for me, so it was account math and not lawyer math. The Regence 
renewal is approximately $420,000, the SelectHealth option 1 is $272,000, SelectHealth [option] 2 is 
$241, 000, SelectHealth [option] 3 is $211,000, SelectHealth option 4 is $157,000, and [SelectHealth 
option] 5 is $95,000. I just to make sure we are all on the same page with that, so that you didn’t think I 
was telling you that was the increase amounts. 

 Amy – I see you [Rich] have an agenda here and it looks exactly like what we discussed the last 
time…that’s fine…that’s where we were…actually, can we add an item 2A? …and that was just the 
information request. 
 

2A.Requested Information – 
 Amy – I what to make sure you [Rich] got what you requested [financial information from Cliff] and 

[that] we have all the information on the table that we talked about at the last meeting. I know you 
picked up the financial information from Cliff…or someone did. The insurance, the list of 
providers…do you have those [Rich]? 

 Rich – no. 
 Robynn – I made copies of them (handed out the list of the providers). 
 Amy – great…I have copies too…I don’t have enough for everybody. 
 Amy – I didn’t notice in reviewing these that any of them jumped out at me as being base doctors, but 

you [insurance committee] probably know better than I, being out here, as to whether any of these 
individuals are also on the base. The more I thought about that…so if you’re [teacher] going to a 
physician on the base, you are going to have two insurances, the District and Tricare, so you’ll be 
covered either by your primary (District) in network and (Tricare) secondary. Luke, did you have any 
luck on finding any others [school districts] that have SelectHealth? 
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 Luke – I know that Glenns Ferry uses Selecthealth, and I did not have very much success finding 
others…I don’t know if they’re [SelectHealth] just breaking in…I haven’t been in the office much, as 
you can imagine, so I could easily get something back from other folks, that they are using 
SelectHealth… 

 Rich – …we got back some information that Glenns Ferry is using SelectHealth and their’s went up 
29% this year….so I think it was like last year…it went up 29%. 

 Amy – I tried to call Pocatello and they’re on summer schedule, so 4/10s [Monday-Thursday for 10-
hour days] and Fridays off, so I have a call in on that, because that would probably be the largest [school 
district] on it. 

 Rich – there was a [Idaho] Statesman article, but I can’t remember if it had SelectHealth in there 
[article] or not…it did…they had health stuff in there…or… 

 Amy – …and they [SelectHealth] have only been in business for…or existed here…for about three 
years, so I’m sure we [table] aren’t going to find a whole lot of history problems. 

 Amy – I gave you the corrected numbers on the insurance…or rather the clarified numbers on the 
increase. 

 Amy – Terri asked a question about travel pay out between buildings…there is currently…the way 
things are set up…intended for next year’s schedule…nobody [teachers] will be traveling from building 
to building that would qualify for it…so that is good news. At least, that is the status on that. 

 Amy – did I cover everything? 
 Rich – I have…since we’re kind of right there…I have a couple of things with that…do you [Cliff] 

know if there was a fee in SelectHealth…we did talk about opting out…if there was a small fee? 
 Cliff – for what? 
 Rich – for the military…if we do consider the military opting out…is there a fee? 
 Cliff – no. 
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 Amy – I understand where you [Rich] are heading with that…my biggest concern is if you make the 
pool smaller…are taking out… 

 Rich – …sure. 
 Amy – there’s going to be pluses and minuses. 
 Rich – its…kind of a couple of clarifications…military doctors are on our insurance right now, 

so…how…the deal with that is that it depends on how they’re [military affiliated employees] covered, 
so if they go out to the base, the base takes care of them depending on what coverage they have. The 
base would send it to Regence and Regence will deny it and the base…so the base will do all the 
legwork for them…I guess. 

 Rich – did SelectHealth talk about if a doctor who is not on St. Luke’s, will they help them to try to get 
into that? 

 Amy – I remember the insurance committee discussed that at the last meeting. They want to 
encourage…if you [MHSD employees] have a physician who is not on the list to encourage that 
communication flow. 

 Denise – they also talked about contacting that doctor’s office and seeing if they would jump aboard, if 
not, there would be some fee… 

 Amy – …out of network costs. 
 Rich – the next one…so since we’ve never really had insurance…the committee has already taken care 

of that…so what the timeline….are we constrained? 
 Amy – [Tim] you want that turned around quickly… 
 Tim – yes, by July 1…we need it by July 1, because you’ve [MHSD] got employees that are coming on 

board July 1, so want them to have that health coverage… 
 Terri – …but their health coverage starts in August…September… 
 Tim – July…we have July employees…we have year round employees.  
 Amy – that’s true, you have year round employees versus your teachers…your right because they are on 

the same policy 
 Amy – it’s my understanding and insurance committee, please correct me if I’m wrong…as the 

insurance committee has selected SelectHeatlh, and you have not selected which one [option] you are 
leaving that for discussion at the table? 

 Robynn – I believe…after we looked at it and budget wise…selecting for the [school] district as a 
whole, we would recommend SelectHealth versus… 

 Amy – …renewal of Regence…okay. 
 Rich – so if we stay with and renew Regence, what is the increase? 
 Amy – (referring to her earlier clarification at the beginning of the meeting) 27.82% increase 

approximately $420,000-430,000 
 Rich – that is the increase? 
 Amy – that is the increase…monthly cost…excuse me, total cost. 
 (Amy and Rich referring back to the insurance information sheet) 
 Amy – it’s the first… 
 Rich – …that one right there [referring to insurance information sheet]…we didn’t put those numbers on 

that one [Association’s copy of the insurance information sheet]…so…  
 Amy – …we didn’t spend a lot of time talking about that one… 
 Rich – …so renewal with what it is right now… is an increase of…sorry… 
 Amy – …$420,000…it’s this one right here [referring to insurance information sheet] 
 Rich – …oh, it’s that one [one of the columns on the information sheet]…I was thinking…I got it. 
 Amy – you’re on (inaudible). 
 Rich – …I was on…I got it. 
 Tim – it’s that right there [pointing to insurance information sheet]… 
 Rich – …I got it…I have it right here…I…sorry…thank you…it must be Monday. 
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 Amy – any other…you [Rich] have a list…do you have any other questions from that list? 
 Rich – [Richard] McKenna is only going to open [grades] K-1. 
 Amy – that helps. 
 Rich – yes, that helps. 
 Amy – it sort of maximizes out the total number the first year, but it [McKenna]…trend wise, it’s a 

concern, so keep an eye on I.t 
 Rich – sure…I would agree with that also. 
 Rich – so we have a little… 
 Amy – …you want to talk about budget… 
 Rich – …yes, a budget presentation, so I’m going to turn that over to Topher. 

 
3. Other – MHEA Budget Presentation 

 Topher – I would like to give you [District] a family background history…so talking about budget 
constraints, a lot of the things that we [table] discussed today is what your (inaudible) looks like, so I 
looked at my family. I’m the only provider in my family because my wife stays home. We have two 
children, and we bought a house last August, so it’s the first house that we bought (inaudible). We 
currently…I do not have my wife on insurance with the school district, because if I did, it would be an 
extra $400+ to have her on my insurance, which would take away from the paycheck that I bring home 
every day [month], and seeing that we live from paycheck to paycheck due to regular bills, school bills 
for my Master’s Degree…I’ve actually decided to go back to school again, which put those bills into 
deferment for now, we just could not afford to have my wife on the insurance with me, so she is with 
BlueCross. She has her own insurance with BlueCross of Idaho and my children, because I’m the only 
provider and don’t make enough, actually qualified for welfare for the State of Idaho, so the State is 
paying for my two children until eighteen years of age…after that, I expect them to have a job where 
they have insurance… 

 Amy – …so they [children] are on CHiPS [State program providing insurance for children]  
 Topher – yes, so we technically can’t afford much of what we are doing and I know that we aren’t the 

only family this way; however, my wife and I did make a decision that she would be a stay at home 
mom, which is also why I work on the fire department, which is why I take coaching jobs, which is why 
I do things through the summer, so that I may have that extra income to help, so when we’re talking 
about these negotiation…and I know that finance are a big, big thing. As a person within the school 
district I walked into teaching not expecting to make millions, I walked into teaching because I love 
students and I want to see them succeed, on the other hand, I walked into teaching expecting to provide 
for my family and do what I can to make sure that my children are paid for…taken care of…my wife 
taken care of, and …that’s what I really want to see, as a teacher, what we can do…because I know that 
I’m not the only teacher in this [school] district that’s that way, do we make it work…we do…it’s tight a 
lot of time. We don’t get to go out to dinner as much as we’d like to, we don’t get to have the fun toys 
that a lot of other people do, in fact when we decided to take care of our lawn at home we had to budget 
it; whether or not I was going to get feed for the lawn, how we are going to fertilize the lawn…we have 
to budget stuff like, and for a lot of people that’s just like a very common thing [to do]. So to be honest 
with you, the reason I’m telling you this today is because that’s really, personally what I’m going 
through. I became a part of this negotiations team one to learn, and two listen, and you tell me at times 
that I don’t talk much, well that’s because I’m here to listen, to kind of feel, how are we [teachers] being 
supported [by the District], how are we as teachers being supported to help with our families, and that’s 
a big thing for me, my family is number one and will always be. I don’t do that to put a guilt trip on 
anybody [District], but I do want to do that to open up the eyes of what is going on with teachers. 

 Amy – Topher I truly understand where you are coming from because I hear this from all over the 
state…and you’re absolutely right….no one went into teaching expecting to have their children on 
CHiPS or expecting…you didn’t expect to get rich, but you didn’t expect to have it the way it is. I don’t 
disagree with that at all, and you’re absolutely right, it’s the conflict between the budget driving these 
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issues and it’s one of those unfortunate realities, what we [District] can do about it is that we can try our 
best, but I understand your point. 

 Amy – from what you’re telling me, we [table] talked about insurance, we talked about bottom line in 
the pocket…from your [Topher] perspective, and just yours, I don’t hold the team to what you say 
unless they agree, but from your perspective, which is more important to you, the insurance end, or the 
take home end in your paycheck? Not only do we have the budget conflicting what we can spend, we 
have a chunk of change here, and we have conflicting interests on what that gets spent on. 

 Topher – that’s actually a great question and to answer that question, it really depends, because as a 
young teacher I’m going against veteran teachers, and veteran teachers want the insurance, and I respect 
that…as a younger teacher who is looking at $50,000, 60,000, $70,000 in school bills and by the time 
I’m done with my doctorate, I’m looking at $180,000…I’m looking at take home as a younger teacher, 
but anything that I’ve ever learned is I secede to those who are my elder [veteran teachers], because they 
need to  be taken care of first, and honestly they need to be taken care of first because is them who drive 
what we do and it’s the younger who come up in ranks. 

 Amy – but at the same time you need to eat too Topher. 
 Topher – and like I said we do make it work…it’s hard, and that’s why I came into teaching not 

expecting good pay, but I…I support my other teachers. 
 Amy – again we’re [table] finding…budget and reality of what we can spend, what we have we can 

spend, it’s insurance versus take home [pay] and even that breakdown is…you’re right…between the 
younger teacher who wants…maybe it in the paycheck…you’re healthier…less insurance use versus the 
senior teacher who is maybe more interested in the insurance…there’s a lot of conflicting interests in 
this conversation here. 

 Topher – let me add to that, last year alone I personally had about $5,000 in medical bills…personally 
 Amy – so it is an issue as well? 
 Topher – it can be, but am I expecting that [pay] to be that way all the time, no…I am not. For veteran 

teachers who have been in for 20+ years, I think that is what their concern is and I want to make sure 
that is taken care of for them. 

 Amy – so from your [Topher] perspective you might be more interested in Selecthealth [options] 2 or 3, 
and more money…take home…and you’re voicing that the veteran teachers might be more interested in 
the insurance up here and less income…that makes…. 

 Topher – …in my opinion. 
 Amy – thank you and thank you for sharing…Topher spoke and he spoke well. 
 Rich – okay…so yeah…thank you…that was well put…there is a lot…and I think we all agree… 
 Terri – …and he’s an awesome (???) 
 Rich – [looking at Terri] I…you didn’t get into this job for money either… 
 Terri – …no. 
 Tim – I just want to tell you [Topher] that 34 years ago, I could have told the same story…it hasn’t 

changed…I  sold shoes [second job], so I hear you, but the story has not changed [over the decades]. 
 Rich – it’s always good to keep that perspective. 
 Tim – right. 
 Amy – I don’t disagree. 
 (small talk) 
 Luke – and we [table] have to make it know that in order for that to change it can’t start at the District, it 

has to start at the State, so what we do here…we can’t…it’s the state that has to take care of that. 
 Amy – you’re absolutely right, it’s State driven with revenue coming down and having done this 

[reduced funding]…and you [table] can probably say the same thing for as long as you’ve done 
this…historically, if I go back 15-20 years, when money was more flush, salary costs for school districts 
were in the 70s…70% of the budget give or take, 72% to 75%, ….now with the State [significant 
reduction in education financing]…they [budget] are now in the 80s [%]…high 80s…and what else is 
there to cut…there’s [already] no textbooks…there’s [already] no curriculum…there’s no fluff and 
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you’re absolutely correct that money needs to flow not just for the salary figures, but also…I’m sure you 
[teachers] would like new textbooks to coincide with Common Core… 

 (Topher’s pager went off, so small talk began.) 
 Amy – I appreciate that, anything else you want to put under that item on the agenda? 
 Rich – not right now, we’ll [MHEA] see if something comes up towards the end, but we’re think we’re 

good. 
 Amy – so old proposals [then]. 

 
4. Old Proposals – 

 Amy – old proposals and I know you [Rich] have a stack there. 
 Rich – well I [MHEA] do, so we’re going to… I’m going…this is within the table so far…we do have a 

counter to the… 
 Amy – …solutions? 
 Rich – …solutions, MHEA Counter Proposal to District’s Counter Proposal to MHEA’ s Proposal – 

District Solutions Team. 
 Amy – do you [Rich] have extras? 
 Rich – everybody has one…those are just…I just keep one for me. 
 Amy – actually, may I have one other clean one in case I want to write on it? 
 Rich – sure. 
 Amy – in your [MHEA] additions here in the Association Developing a Solutions Team, MHEA 

Counter to the District’s Counter to the MHEA’s proposal – District Solutions Team, would that be a 
districtwide team, like I was contemplating with the Board and Superintendent, or would that just be an 
Association related team? 

 Rich – it would be a…no [to Amy’s question]…this is a District…I mean we would want to…I think 
that the purpose with this is if something came up, that we [MHEA] felt that this would be a good thing 
to put some more input in as a team, so we’re kind of working together instead of just at the discretion of 
the Board, we both have some input if we feel something needs to come before the both of us. 
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 Amy – and if I recall, when we originally talked about the first version of this back when it was called 

Staff Involvement In Decision Making, that both sides needed to agree that the team was necessary… 
 Rich - …sure. 
 Amy – okay. 
 Rich – I think that was in here…yeah…the whole purpose that we’re putting these together is so that we 

are all on the same page…or trying to be. 
 Amy – All right, let’s [District] take that one into conference…I’ve got a thought on that (inaudible). 
 Rich – thanks. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 Rich – the next one is the District’s Counter Proposal to MHEA’s Proposal – Association Representative 
Status; we’re [MHEA] fine with that, we would certainly sign off on that one. 

 Amy – excellent…it’s on the e top too. 
 Rich – it’s kind of exciting to sign off on something (small talk). 
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.  
 

 Rich – the next one is the MHEA Counter Proposal to District’s Proposal – District/Association 
Educational Collaboration. We kind of added one [item #5] to that [MHEA counter proposal], mostly 
it’s just if there is something else that we all mutually identify; not just those four, because obviously 
something always might come up.  

 Amy – okay, I don’t have any question s on that one. 
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 Amy – in-service? 
 Rich – in-service, yes, we’re [MHEA] fine with that one; we’ll sign off on that. District Proposal – 

Reimbursement for Costs – In-service And Related Training. 
 

 
 

 Rich – we’re [MHEA] going to hold off on the reimbursement for traveling staff. District Proposal – 
Reimbursement for Costs – Traveling Staff. 
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 Rich – job sharing…we need a couple of clarifications with this….I know we [MHEA] had some 
questions with the March 1, and I know when we looked back at the old one…that’s [date] what was in 
it from before, and I went on [MHEA negotiation team] in when we had it with March 1, was there a 
reason that it was March 1 or… 

 Tim – …let me think…it was probably a staffing issue…I think there was something in [Idaho] Code at 
that point with when the evaluations had to be completed…and now… 

 Amy – …evaluations were May 1, and actually contracts used to be May 25 instead of July 1…so that 
may be very well what was driving that date…there’s logic to that. 

 Rich – so we [MHEA] would sign off on that too. 
 Amy – District Proposal – Job Sharing. 

 

 page 1 
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 page 2 
 

 Rich – secondary preparation time, District’s Proposal – Secondary Preparation Time, we [MHEA] 
have a couple of questions with that one. It does have there, “…shall have a minimum of one class 
period per day…,” so is this something that is being driven…to get rid of our…modified block, 
because there’s some days that I don’t have a…at the high school we do not have a prep time…so… 

 Amy – …[Tim] let’s go talk about that one…it’s a great question, give me a…. 
 Rich – …we’re fine with it the way it is…I don’t want to sign and say okay now we have to…have 

to figure out some things. 
 Amy – let’s [table] talk about that a little bit…I want to make sure we are on the same page. What 

other question did you have on that, that’s a great question? 
 Rich – so we’ll [MHEA] hold off on that one too. 
 Amy – for high school prep? 
 Rich – …come back to that [later] today and see (inaudible). 
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 Rich – I [MHEA] have a counter…I kind of have just a counter…not really a counter…let’s see 
where I am at… 

 Amy – …elementary prep, MHEA’s Counter to District’s Proposal – Elementary Preparation Time. 
 Rich – yep, just more…sorry, instead of…I think I added some words, “…not less than thirty 

minutes of continuous…,”  
 Amy – okay, let’s talk about that one, because I know we played with that language and I think I 

have some language to bring up to you. 
 

 
 

 Rich – okay. 
 Rich – okay then extended employment, MHEA’s Counter Proposal to District’s Proposal – 

Extended Employment,…we have a counter for that too…I think…and I don’t know…just clean it 
up…kind of the same thing of who we [Association] can negotiate for…this kind of excludes the 
superintendent and assistant…with those so…  

 Amy – …okay, we’ll [District] look at that…it doesn’t look like a big deal. 
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 Amy – contract year… 
 Rich – …contract year, District’s Proposal – Contract Year, we’ll [MHEA] sign off on that and the 

same for leave without pay, District’s Proposal – Leave Without Pay.  
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 Amy – all right. 
 (small talk) 
 Amy – before we [District] caucus, is there anything new you [MHEA] would have us spend some 

time on while we are caucusing? 
 Rich – do you [District] have some new ones? 
 Amy – I [District] have a few. 
 Rich – I [MHEA] have some too, so I’ll let you know. 

 
5. New Proposals 

 Amy – I’ve got the sick leave, District’s Proposal – Certificated Professional Teacher Sick Leave,  that I 
told you was coming (handed Rich the District proposal; and some small talk) it’s standard sick leave, it 
follows the statutory [Idaho Code] provisions of 1-day per majority month service, there’s a type-o in 
para 4, where it says 33-12’6 [referencing Idaho Code] we’ll [District] get that… 

 Rich – …number 4? 
 Amy – number 4…I’ll check that statutory [Idaho Code] reference, but we’ll [District] get that cleaned 

up. 
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 Amy – the next one is…this one has a unique title… District Proposal – Time Period Certificated 
Professional Teachers Are To Be At Work, …and I recognize that a lot of you [MHEA] would call it 
workday…I don’t call it workday, because I know you [teachers] work more than the hours you’re at 
work, so I find it a bit odd to call it workday when that isn’t really what it is…it is just the hours that you 
are to be at the school…30 minutes before…30 minutes after…except Wednesday Collaboration 
Day…and that’s before the first class. The first asterisk is about isolated situations, where the building 
principal can deviate from the schedule for an individual employee situation or need; the last asterisk 
addresses someone who is more than 1.0 FTE, by choice and not by force. 

 Rich – (inaudible) 
 

 
 

 Amy – and I [District] will have one more for you [MHEA] when we come out of caucus, I just need to 
talk to you [Tim] about it. 

 Rich – okay. 
 Rich – so…I [MHEA] have a couple… 
 Amy – …you have more than a couple. 
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 Rich – I [MHEA] do have more than a couple… 
 Amy – …we [Amy and Rich] need to define the word couple (in jest). 
 Rich – so…the first one here is…this was again…we’re [MHEA] just kind of looking at this one…this 

is kind of a teaching condition – just cause, MHEA’s Proposal – Teaching Condition – Just Cause. 
 Amy – from your perspective [MHEA] how is this different than [from] the requirements in the Idaho 

Code? 
 Amy – do you [MHEA] view this to expand it or [what]? 
 Rich – ummm…well actually, we [MHEA] can’t expand it…we can’t break what we’re doing in Idaho 

Code…I think this is just… 
 Luke – …we can expand it if both sides agree… 
 Rich – …agree. 
 Luke – I think…this comes out…from the old CBA and is just restating [Idaho] Code… 
 Amy – …I understand that… my asking the question is I want to know what it means…what does this 

language mean to you [MHEA]…what do you want to cover, what are you trying to accomplish…so 
that we are on the same page. 

 Terri – it’s an absolute…that if you’re [teacher] called in [administrator’ office]…you can have that 
representation [Association representation]. 

 Amy – …we’re on Just Cause. 
 Terri – oh sorry… 
 Amy – …and now I’m going to get called in on (inaudible). 
 Amy – to you [Rich] what does this mean…what solution is this providing? …to what problems? 
 Rich – our…our Association asked to bring stuff back that was in our old CBA, and in truth, I wasn’t 

here [negotiations] when this [language] was put in there [CBA], so I’d have to kind of … I just picked 
some things…we [MHEA] just went through some different things that we could try to bring back in 
there [CBA]…so I would have to do some things so… 

 Amy – …I have one more question for you…what is professional advantage? 
 Rich – (no answer) 
 Amy – …I get reduced in rank, [I get] reduced in compensation…that’s driven by the [Idaho] 

Code…non-renewed...dismissed…[all] driven by the [Idaho] Code…terminated [also] driven by the 
[Idaho] Code…[so] what is deprived of professional advantage? 

 Terri – I was around when that language was put in… 
 Amy – …you told me you were the history… 
 Terri – …that was the time when we [teachers] still had the seniority choice clause…as a matter of fact 

we didn’t have a choice…things were done by seniority…and if you could move to a different position 
based on seniority, that was viewed at that time as a professional advantage to the teacher…and so being 
if you [teacher] had a reprimand for whatever reason, it could be that was an advantage the professional 
looked at and then we’re [teachers] deprived of that…based on something that might have occurred. 
That…and I’m going way back now…I mean you’re talking about the [19]80’s now…that is what the 
purpose of it…when that…any other professional disagreement or advantages and so that is where that 
basis came from and yeah….it’s been around…and it’s somewhat boilerplate if you will. 

 Amy – I don’t disagree that it is boilerplate… 
 Terri – yeah…and that is the reason that particular verbiage is in there. 
 Amy – okay…and I’ll be honest with you [Terri], it is boilerplate [language] and every time I ask those 

same three question I get three different answers…okay. 
 Terri – mmm hmm… 
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 Amy – …and you [Rich] have a stack. 
 Rich – (sorting through a stack of MHEA proposals)…ummm…[the first one is] MHEA’s Proposal – 

Teaching Conditions – Appearance Before the Employer. 
 Amy – I think I know what that means without asking. 
 Rich – okay. 
 Amy – okay. 
 Rich – yes. 
 Amy – and that is a straight, one sentence, and to the point…no confusing terms to figure out. 

 

 
 

 Rich – these are kind of some things with just…Association wise…Involvement of the Board… 
MHEA’s Proposal – Association Rights – Association Involvement at Board Meetings…I know we 
[MHEA] can always get on the agenda if we need to…I think this is just…ummm… 

 Amy – …and is this [the] exact old language that you [MHEA] had before? 
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 Rich – it is. 
 Amy – okay…the reason I ask that is the last sentence, the Idaho Code has changed with regard to 

agenda contents…and…  
 Rich – …when we…we can’t…we have to say it before the meeting…and I know. 
 Amy – okay, I’ll [District] take a look at that one. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 Rich – this one has been…this is from…they [board minutes] have been…we [MHEA] just want to 
make sure they continue…MHEA’s Proposal – Association Rights – Minutes of Board Meetings. 

 Amy – is this being done now? 
 Rich – it is…there for a while it wasn’t, but it did start up again…we [MHEA] appreciate that. 
 Amy – are her [Sharon] minutes as long as [negotiation minutes]? 
 Rich – no… 
 Amy – …she’s shaking her head yes… 
 Rich – …yes…they are [long]. 
 Terri – Sharon…it’s called thorough…not long….but thorough. 
 Amy – truly, you can read them and get a flavor of what is going on…I like them. 
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 Rich – this is just information provided by the school board…MHEA’s Proposal – Association Rights – 
Information Provided by the Board…again this was in the CBA before…just making sure…anybody 
can have this…it public record… 

 Amy – …public record…just restating Idaho Code…okay. 
 

 
 

 Rich – (handed Amy the Announcement of Association Business)…MHEA’s Proposal – Association 
Rights – Announcement of Association Business. 

 Amy – okay this one I have a question or two on…and again you are not alone…this is something I see 
frequently and I ask the same questions…and I can get into the whole limited public forum…1st 
Amendment [Rights]…or whatever… all in from…by in sentence do you …intend that the MHEA has 
the sole right to post notices? 

 Rich – the sole right…no…I think no…anyone can post notices. 
 Amy – anybody? 
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 Rich – this is just…we [MHEA] have a good…spot…in the workroom, on the bulletin board…be open 
to us[MHEA]…whatever. 

 Amy – and other people can likewise do the same…other entities…other organizations? …okay 
 Rich – yes. 
 Tim – may I ask for some clarification there…so NWPE can do that too? 
 Amy – …he [Rich] said anybody. 
 Rich – yeah. 
 Luke – I was going to say that posting information is one thing, but holding meetings and things like that 

is another. 
 Amy – you [Luke] don’t think any other entity can hold a meeting in the school building but you 

[MHEA]? 
 Luke – no…I think that they [other organizations] can, but I think that as soon as that entity…for 

instance, is offered time at a staff meeting, that equal time should probably be offered to the MHEA. 
 Amy – to the extent that anybody else is offered [time], it goes right to my constitutional [standpoint] 

…the limited public forum. 
 Luke – exactly. 
 Amy – that if you’re [MHEA] offering time [then] somebody else gets the time [equal], and if they’re 

offered the time then you [MHEA] get the [equal] time. 
 Luke – yep. 
 Amy – okay…totally on base. 

 

 
 

 Rich – (handing proposal to Amy) MHEA’s Proposal – Association Rights – Association Use of District 
Mail …I don’t know…I haven’t seen a problem with this…this is just… 

 Amy – what is the School Mail Service? Is this like intra building? 
 Rich – yes…just being able to put things in the teachers’ mailboxes. 
 Amy – and I assume…just like we talked about with Luke…to the same extent, anybody else is allowed 

to [put information into teachers’ mailboxes]…you get to… 
 Rich – yes. 
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 Rich – the next one would be off the same [MHEA’s proposal]…I guess it [1st one] would be the “snail 
mail” version…I guess and then the email version… MHEA’s Proposal – Association Rights – 
Association Use of District E-Mail System. 

 Amy – it’s longer. 
 Rich – it has to follow [school] district policies. 
 Amy – let me ask a question on this one…because I don’t think it was…you talked about “snail mail” 

being just communication to teachers, so let me back up on that, if the Association uses the District Mail 
Service for communication to teachers…is that communication to teachers, is that communication to 
members [MHEA] or is that communication to all teachers? 

 Luke – well we [MHEA] certainly wouldn’t suggest emailing all teachers…we certainly don’t mean 
stuffing all teachers’ mailboxes with all of the information… 

 Amy – so it’s members [only]…okay… 
 Luke – …but in times maybe…there might be exceptions. 
 Amy – give me an example. 
 Luke – maybe an example is when we [MHEA] do certification for bargaining and we want to get a 

[signature] card into nonmember boxes to say, “…fill this card out [for the MHEA] to be able to bargain 
[for you].” 

 Terri – and Amy, another example is sometimes we [MHEA] do a back to school activity and we extend 
that to everyone and not just our membership, so we put an invitation in the boxes to say, “…BBQ at 
Eastside Park,” etc. 

 Amy – because there are two different uses of language in the two different [MHEA 
proposals]…because in the “snail mail,” you’re [MHEA] talking about members…excuse me …in the 
“snail mail,” you [MHEA] are talking about teachers, and in the email you [MHEA] are talking about 
members [only]. 

 Rich – and again I copied that off of…right from what it used to be [old CBA]… 
 Amy – …it doesn’t mean it was right… 
 Rich – …it was agreed to it… 
 Amy – …it was agreed to it, but it doesn’t mean it was right. 
 Amy – okay let me ask some questions on this [proposal], because this is always a hot topic…that I’m 

unfortunately the one who has to deal with it…I have to read through emails for public records requests 
and it’s painful. When someone [public] asks for it [school district emails] and I have a stack [large] on 
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my stack and I have to read through them…what type of situations do you [MHEA] use this for, because 
you just have [written] for conducting Association Business with Association members…I get the big 
parameter…where we get in trouble as a District is if the email is being used for political purposes… 
you are not allowed to use if for [political purposes]…I think the only exception in the Code of Ethics is 
for…like your election at MHEA, and I think NEA, is the only exception…so what type of Association 
Business…and you don’t have to give me details, I know it’s your business… 

 Rich – I mean… 
 Terri – …announcement of meetings. 
 Rich – announcement of meetings…I mean if we [MHEA] get things…informational 

things…everything comes from email pretty much…if something comes from IEA, we send it to 
[MHEA] building representatives, and they [building representative] send it to the [MHEA] members. 

 Amy – okay and you [MHEA] have it in the clause here about not interfering in District operations in 
accordance with the network policy…(continued to read proposal) the other place that I found it…from 
the District perspective in dealing with other [school] districts…I don’t think that I’ve dealt with it 
here…is often times it gets used during teaching time…and this is just sort of a broad…and like you 
[Rich] said this is from old language…what are your [Rich] thoughts on it…that issue. I can’t tell you 
how many…[example] we [District] have a teacher who has performance problem and then you 
[lawyer/administration] look at their [teacher] internet history or their email history and they [teacher] 
are spending the whole time on ESPN [for example] and sending emails out or something and then you 
[district administration] realize why they’re having problems in the classroom. What is your [Rich] 
thought about any limitations or parameters around the timing or the use in general? 

 Luke – I don’t think…correct me if I’m wrong…but you guys [MHEA] aren’t sending out much 
information on there [email]…it’s not like it’s going to….even if you [teachers] check your email…for 
instance midday, or on your prep, and [when] you check your email…oh, there’s a meeting 
wherever….so and so…boom you’re done. We [MHEA] would expect people at any other appropriate 
time…that they check their email…that that would be okay, whether that’s during the day or if your 
[they’re] in your class during silent reading and you [teacher] go back [quickly check email] and you 
find out that there is a [MHEA] meeting today after school…you can do that in the flow. 

 Amy – and like I said…I’m the one who gets [is] stuck with reading emails. If I get a public records 
request asking for all exchanges between MHEA and its members, how many are we talking about…are 
we talking about a stack this big [midsize]…or are we talking about a stack this big [large] 
…ballpark…I’m not expecting an exact number. 

 Terri – I think it’s more limited then it is… 
 Luke – …if you [MHEA] send too many [emails] people [members] just delete them, so we [MHEA] try 

not to send too many. 
 Topher – Amy, I have a question. 
 Amy – what? 
 Topher – why does that matter [sending emails]? 
 Amy – because there is a cost to having to review all this [read emails to determined what is and is not 

public record] and trust me, these public records requests…[they] come in to look at that. 
 Luke – it varies in the time of the year. If it’s an election cycle in MHEA, IEA, NEA, etc., then there’s 

going to be a few more during that timeframe 
 Rich – during the legislative session…I’m sure there are a few more just like there would be [assuming] 

from the school board association. 
 Amy – but were not talking about 100 per year. 
 Rich – no. 
 Luke – so I have some questions, going back to the Announcement of Business…the Announcement of 

the Association Business….when you ask us [MHEA] the question if it was okay for NWEP, for 
example, or other associations… 

 Amy – … the equal opportunity… 
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 Luke – …equal opportunity and I get the equal opportunity and I understand that piece, but once you 
[MHEA] become the sole bargaining unit, you [MHEA] represent the bargaining unit and you’re 
[MHEA] the sole association that does so… 

 Amy – …but you’re [MHEA] the sole association for the purposes of bargaining, which is what we’re 
[table] doing right now. 

 Luke – so…so that’s my question, my question is that doesn’t leak into anywhere else? 
 Amy – my perspective is for the sole purpose of bargaining…I have no doubt that there are teachers in 

your [school] district who [belong] are Northwest Professional [Educators] and…what’s that name of 
the one in California…AAE or AAA…or you [Luke] probably know more than I do.  

 Luke – American Federation of Teachers [AFT], yeah. 
 Amy – and that’s the problem when you see a lot of language sometimes that is restrictive to…like…I 

like the email it’s just to members only…okay…I get that. 
 Luke – sure. 
 Amy – because if you [MHEA] send it to all teachers, and then I’m going have teachers from NWP, 

AFT, and others…. 
 Tim – …and we have had complaints from them. 
 Luke – sure, and I certainly wouldn’t say they shouldn’t be able to have their meetings in their buildings 

with their members…don’t get me wrong, I’m all for that. I just feel like as far as the relationship goes 
between the District and the Association…for instance would be let’s say you guys [District] did a new 
teacher orientation…not that  there’s a whole bunch of money in the budget for something like that…but 
let’s hypothetically say that was happening and MHEA put on the lunch piece of it…that means to mean 
that when they [new teachers] come in, that’s going to be…the spiel is going to be from MHEA and not 
from NWPE…and such. 

 Amy – independent equal opportunities…I get what you’re saying…no, we’re not going to 
have…during your lunch…have other people get up and talk. 

 Luke – exactly…gotcha…alright. 
 Amy – we’re on the same page. 
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 Rich – last one…until next time. MHEA Proposal – Association Rights – Transaction of Association 
Business on School Property. 

 Amy – transaction and this is consistent with what Luke and I were just talking… 
 Luke – …yes, I was the setup man for that one. 
 Amy – good segue (Amy reading MHEA’s proposal) 
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 Amy – all right…progress…I like that. There’s a few of these [proposals] I think we can probably turn 
around and quick-order, and then there’s a few more that are going to take a little bit of time. 

 Amy – like I said when we [District] come back [from caucus] we will also have one other new one…I 
just need to chat with Tim about. 

 Amy – how long will you need [Rich]? 
 Amy – let’s take half an hour and if I need more, I will come back and tell you that way we aren’t 

wasting (inaudible). 
 (District and MHEA caucused from 9:57 a.m. until 10:50 a.m.) 
 Amy – let’s start with District/Association Educational Collaboration, MHEA counter to District 

proposal – District/Association Educational Collaboration, that was your [MHEA] counter to a proposal 
that we [District] had made…we can sign off on that one. 

 Rich – this one [showing proposal to Amy]…is what we’re talking about? 
 Amy – that’s what we’re talking about. 
 (each party signed proposal) 

 

 
 

 Amy – the next one is just cause, MHEA proposal – Teaching Conditions – Just Cause, and that one we  
[District] are going to…we don’t have a counter and don’t expect to have a counter and we won’t be 
signing off on this one. The first half of the sentence is entirely covered by Idaho Code; the deprived of 
any professional advantage is just too vague, especially coupled with Just Cause, which in itself is 
subjective language. I think that everything you’re thinking about or every issue that you want to 
address, that we talked about there is addressed by the [Idaho] Code, so that is not one that we will be 
back with a counter on. 
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 Amy – I do have a counter on Elementary Preparation Time, District Counter to MHEA counter to 
District proposal – Elementary Preparation Time, and this is a counter to your [MHEA] counter to our 
proposal…or something like that… getting a little out of control there on the levels…(shuffling through 
proposals and counter proposals) and that’s just reflecting the language that we talked about at our last 
session….not less than 30 [minutes], but an average of 30 [minutes], and I corrected the type-o that I 
had on the other one. (handed District’s counter proposal to Rich) 

 

 
 

 Amy – the rest of them…I have some questions and for the most part I believe you [MHEA] will see 
counter proposals that are similar to what we are talking about, but I need my questions [answered] for 
clarification on those. 
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 Amy – on extended employment, MHEA counter to District proposal – Extended Employment, I 
understand the sentence you [MHEA] added and it’s the same exclusionary sentence we had in the 
Association Recognition [proposal]. Your attention of this is to exclude…this paragraph doesn’t apply to 
these individuals, whereas the whole agreement [CBA] doesn’t apply to these individuals, but I what to 
go up to the original language in that first sentence and ask the clarifying question to make sure we are 
on the same page and it’s the word “a period”; “…a certified professional teacher who is contracted for a 
period longer than the regular school year…,” I assume we both mean a day on that and not like an extra 
period. 

 Rich – mmm hmmm…okay 
 Terri – okay. 
 Rich – okay… 
 Amy – …I’m going to clean that language up just so it says what we mean it to say. 

 

 
 

 Amy – appearance before the employer, MHEA proposal – Teaching Conditions – Appearance Before 
the Employer, I understand exactly where you’re [MHEA] coming from here…I want to ask again…it’s 
a clarifying question, obviously having representative present…what we’re talking about here…if I 
think we [table] are on the same page…is that if you as a teacher are called before your principal on a 
disciplinary matter or a complaint or a performance issue, not just [example] can you [teacher] cover for 
someone’s certain period class [another teacher’s class]…do we mean… 

 Rich & Luke – …nodded yes. 
 Amy – okay, good…and I’m going to clarify that language as well because I thought we were on the 

same page, but if you read that…is it says, and [example] I could actually ask you [teacher] to come 
down and pick up a phone message from your spouse and technically that would require a representative 
to be present, so let me just clean that up…we’re on the same page on that. 
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 Amy – I have another question and it covers a couple of different ones [proposals]. It’s on Association 
Use of District Mail, MHEA proposal – Association Rights – Association Use of District Mail, and 
Minutes Of Board Meetings, MHEA proposal – Association Rights – Minutes of Board Meetings.  

 Amy – you’ve [MHEA] used the same language on in both of those…of District’s Mail System…or the 
District’s School Mail Service, what do you mean by that? 

 Rich – so… 
 Amy –… because I’m assuming most things are done by email 
 Rich – correct…which ever system would be the easiest…I mean I think that …I put that mail 

system…I think I consider would be both of them.  
 Amy – and you’re [Rich] heading exactly towards my point on that that mail system question…so by 

School District Mail Service you were meaning paper versus email? 
 Rich – correct 
 Amy – and District Mail System could encompass both paper or email 
 Rich – system 
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 Amy – do you [Rich] mind if I ask our recorder a question on the same one [Minutes of the Board 
Meeting] 

 Rich – nodded yes [okay to ask]. 
 Amy – [Sharon] how do you get them [MHEA] a copy [of minutes] or what do you…do you draft the 

minutes…and what do you do with them for the board meetings? 
 Sharon – they go to the board, the board approves, and then they are published the next day or within a 

couple of days of the board meeting. 
 Amy – so you post them after the board approves [board meeting minutes]? 
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 Sharon – yes…I didn’t before…we just did that recently. Before, when we [District] just…we [District] 
used to give a copy to the Association [MHEA] President, but then the District…the Association wanted 
everybody in the [school] district to have a copy of the agenda and the financials for the board…except 
they [board minutes] were unapproved board minutes, and I didn’t want them out for everybody 
[unapproved minutes]…and that was recently. 

 Amy – [Rich] you said that it’s [sending out board minutes] being done now and you [Rich] want to 
make sure it continues…what is being now? …so that we can make sure the language reflects what she 
[Sharon] said and what you’re thinking. 

 Rich – well it seems like…you [Sharon] didn’t put out like a…I don’t think a…the official minutes have 
gone out, the approved minutes…but you used to put a synopsis out…am I imagining that you put out 
kind of a synopsis out…of what kind of transaction… 

 Sharon – yeah. 
 Tim – she used to send a synopsis…but that was added work for her … 
 Rich – okay.  
 Tim – it was like she has do [publish] the approved minutes and then she had [type the prior night’s 

board minutes] … 
 Rich – I [MHEA] think we’re fine with that…I think as long as…I think it would be nice to have the 

approved minutes are the main… 
 Amy – … the approved minutes are the big issue 
 Rich – and still to continue to have the agenda and…  
 Sharon – …the financials and the minutes are posted on the…I put them on the website… 
 Rich – you do, but I think…yeah… 
 Sharon – so you [MHEA] want those [published board minutes] to go out [emailed] districtwide? 
 Amy – I’m trying to understand what they are asking for because this language isn’t covering exactly… 
 Luke – [pointed out the word unofficial] 
 Rich – …unofficial, I see that now… 
 Amy – … the language doesn’t exactly cover what we’re talking about here, so what exactly do you 

[Association] envision what you want? 
 Rich – and I was just…well… 
 Amy – I know that…because we talked about the agenda the official minutes the unofficial minutes and 

the financials 
 Rich – I totally missed the unofficial par…I was thing just having those official minutes going out 
 Amy – because the official minutes are posted on the web according to statute 
 Luke – and that wasn’t the case possibly when this was put into CBA 
 Amy – and old boilerplate language doesn’t apply today, and the agendas are posted on the website 

correct [Sharon]? 
 Sharon – yes and they’re also emailed to staff. 
 Amy – do you email the official minutes or do you just post them on the website? 
 Sharon – I just put those on the website. 
 Amy – I will come up with something that hopefully encompasses what we’ve been talking about and 

this one may take us a little bit of work between all of us to come up with the language…but you’ve 
answered my question between mail service and mail system. 

 Terri – okay. 
 Rich – and I [MHEA] think that one of the main reasons there… is just that…I know it’s time…as 

teachers we have to worry about everything going on in the classroom it’s just nice not to have to hunt 
through…most people [teachers] know where to find it… but if you don’t know where to hunt through 

 Amy – …and every [school] district’s website is different… 
 Rich – …webpage…it’s just a couple of clicks to get [email] …I know it takes time too, but… 
 Amy – I get what you’re saying. 
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 Amy – information provided by the board, I did have a question for my understanding, has there been a 
problem with getting information on a public records request? I want to make sure again that we’re 
addressing what you really want addressed and not just language? 

 Rich – ummm…sometimes…I mean I think that…I can’t speak for previous…what’s going on … 
 Amy – …just for your [Rich] (inaudible). 
 Rich – …just a couple of times…like just the other day [referring to MHEA’s request for YTD budget 

and other financial information] an email to say that it [MHEA’s financial request] was done [ready to 
pick up] would have been nice…something like that… I think that’s just…just that 
communication…that’s what it comes down to [communication]. 

 Amy – part of our relationship building or talking more… 
 Terri – …there would be some information that we would look for and this is not a dis on Cliff in any 

way, shape, or form…but we were expecting…maybe it was formatting issues as opposed to the way 
that Cliff does work and the way that we use it… 

 Tim – …scatter gram…. 
 Terri – and things like that… 
 Amy – …and [school] districts stopped using those three of four years ago…so it’s one of those… 
 Terri – so it’s like – dang it, why can’t I get it in this form [format], and I think that’s where the 

frustration had first generated… 
 Rich – …and it’s a communication matter. 
 Amy – right and I’ve heard that from a lot of [school] districts because they stopped using them with the 

ISEE, and the whole nine yards…and now with the [Career] Ladder…God only knows what they’ll 
[SDE] use. 

 Luke – uhhh huhhh 
 Amy – I’m not even sure they know what they’ll use… 
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 Amy – email …Association Use of District Email System, I have one question on …I say one …it’s 
always more than one…the District Superintendent and the Association President will determine misuse 
of the system…who gets the final call on that? Because you don’t want the association president 
determining disciplinary action and quite frankly the Association President may not be entitled to that 
especially if it’s a non-member…what are your [Rich] thoughts on what you intend that to mean and 
what you intend that to cover? 

 Rich – well I think before …it was just…well I’ll have to look at the (inaudible)…but the District 
Superintendent…I would think that it would be more of a mutual thing to be able to work together to see 
…you know…if something came up … 

 Amy – …I understand a mutual to fix the problem. 
 Rich – correct. 
 Amy – okay.  Do you [MHEA] envision a mutual [Superintendent and MHEA President] to address any 

individual disciplinary actions? …assuming if there is any…we’re [District] assuming that just by the 
way it’s [MHEA’s proposal] written. 

 Luke – I don’t think so Amy, I think this is what it really refers to…is to …say a hypothetical …that a 
local president put out, “Vote for this…,” across the school email system and the Superintendent calls 
him [her] in and says we [MHSD] can’t have this here, this is on the school system, this is against the 
Code of Ethics, they take…that’s as far as the individual disciplinary action… 

 Amy – …right because I can’t envision the Association President may necessarily agree that they 
misused the system 

 Luke – exactly  
 Rich – or I …I would even think that if a bldg. rep put something on and the president saw that he would 

want to bring that to District’s attention 
 Luke – yeah… we corrected this… 
 Amy – …lets draw this out a little bit more so that when I’m writing it…we’re covering because…I 

mean the District Superintendent…the example you [Rich] gave…Code of Ethics violation technically 
the District Superintendent is required to report that, technically the Association President is required to 
report that to the State if that’s a [MHEA] building rep [representative]…I don’t know if that is 
happening, but that’s a whole other issue to talk about. 

 Luke – sure. 
 Amy – Code of Ethnic isn’t mentioned in paragraph 1…neither is Idaho Code so…okay…I now know 

how to fix that. 
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 Amy – ummm…I’ll be honest with you on bringing this back, it may not be an individual single 
proposal…it may be a… 

 Luke – an Association Rights Package… 
 Amy – sort of a package…paragraph to get it all together where it all belongs. 

 

 
 

 Amy – did you [MHEA] have a chance to look at Sick Leave or Time Period To Be At School [District 
proposals]? 

 Terri – yes. We have some questions about that. So let’s start with our sick leave. As we are looking 
at…I have a question regarding that third paragraph…if for reasons,  “…absences due to other causes as 
well as absences beyond the period of accumulated Sick Leave, the Certificated Teacher shall forfeit a 
corresponding sum equal to the Certificated Employee’s current contractual daily rate of pay of his/her 
annual salary for each such day of absence,” and I put a big question mark on that, if that were the case, 
are we not still going to the Sick Leave Bank? I realize not everybody is in the Bank… 

 Amy – …exactly… 
 Terri – …but if you were going to be on that, how are there ways …because we’ve had…let’s be 

honest…we’ve had some horrific illnesses, and we had some things where people have really drawn 
things down and if you’re battling something major and you’re losing pay on top of that how do we 
alleviate that burden on our employees and our teaching staff…please explain that. 

 Amy – first, the paragraph is a simple pay deduct , you’re out of all your leave and I think we can clean 
it up and clarify sick leave I think that’s a good addition, but if you’re a member of the Sick Leave 
Bank, that’s one of those things , beyond that you are in pay deduct unless you have some other system 
that would address compensation for which you qualify…bereavement leave or whatever… that may 
apply, you’re likely going to drop down into FMLA which is only going to pay your insurance, it’s not 
going to pay your salary. I don’t know if you have a cafeteria plan or other benefits options that cover 
short term disability or long term disability that would pay for salary, that would be the only other real 
option…because… let’s put it this way, the budget cannot pay people not to work. 
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 Terri – I see that 
 Amy – and we’re trying to find every way possible …I mean the sick leave, the sick leave bank, and the 

disability policy option. 
 Terri – but when these weren’t listed and it was like why would someone not go to the bank and yet I 

know in our laundry list the sick leave bank was I believe highlighted but we haven’t gotten to that point 
yet. 

 Amy – and I think we can add sick leave bank in here, I think that would help clarify it. 
 Terri – all right…I was just looking for packaging as if you were talking as… 
 Amy – …or sick leave ban k if member…you know… 
 Terri – uh huh…and that’s a tool for us …that’s an education piece that the Association can take on. 
 Amy – now let me ask another thing…is your sick leave bank …if I recall…it’s a full bank, so it covers 

administrators and classified and I’ll just be honest and up front with you right now it’s probably 
something that I’m not going to really entertain at the table because it’s non-bargaining members, the 
classified and the administrators…it doesn’t mean it’s not going to be a policy, it doesn’t mean it’s 
something that’s going away because it’s not…but given that it covers individuals who are not part of 
the bargaining unit 

 Terri – sure 
 Amy – and I think your Bereavement Leave Bank is that way too, which I actually like, I’ve never seen 

that done before …I tried to do it at another [school] district and they turned me down. I think that if we 
put or approve sick leave…and I think you’re right, the rest of it is an educational piece. It’s do the 
teachers know that they can have short or long-term disability policies and what those cover with the 
understanding that FMLA only covers insurance premium costs…and it only covers the employee 
insurance premium costs. The other thing that tends to work out is that this is spread out over the year, 
so if you lose that contract day you still get a pay check…it’s just spread out over the year [187-days of 
pay is prorated monthly to cover 12-months; receive a paycheck every month for 12-]  

 Terri – before we leave that [sick leave] lets go down to number two [bullet 2], “The District shall not 
provide compensation for unused sick leave.” Can you pleases explain that a little bit? 

 Amy – Idaho code prevents school districts from paying teachers for days of sick leave they do not use, 
however, you can use it for your insurance post retirement…so it’s not the District really paying for your 
unused sick leave, it goes into retirement…is that one of the bullets on here. 

 (small talk) 
 Terri – the discussion we were having Amy to be real was that because the sick leave is transferrable if 

you  
 Amy – … towards retirement 
 Terri – if you go to a different [school] district…if you do something else, if you stay within the State of 

Idaho, there is a way that… 
 Amy – …you can transfer… 
 Terri – …yeah, and so that is kind of a form of compensation and so we’re just talking dollars paid for 

unused days… 
 Amy – …we’re talking cash dollars paid for unused days… 
 Terri – …okay 
 Amy – and we can always put in… if you need clarification… that you have the right to transfer it or the 

right to use at retirement …its part of the educational component… 
 Terri – mmm hmmm and then I’m going to look at number 4 [bullet 4]… 
 Amy – …the one that I need to fix the statutory number… 
 Terri – …alright  
 Amy – yeah…I need the book [Education Law] 
 Terri – and because that is part of Idaho code and we understand that…  
 Amy – …if I could looked at a key board I could probably tell you exactly what that number is 
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 Terri – and number 6 [bullet 6] and because this is me [soon to retire] and because I don’t plan to utilize 
all of my sick leave before I leave this [school] district next year…I’m looking at Albert…but there are 
days where those little burgers [students] have driven me nuts…Monday Tuesday Wednesday and 
Thursday and I’m thinking Friday I better take a sick day and be out of here and for my own mental 
health and saying things that might not be within Idaho Code to these particular students, so while I’m 
looking at that … 

 Amy – …that was a transparency statement … 
 Terri – …I mean for me that is a legitimate medical excuse but it’s because of my own mental health 

stress… 
 Amy – …so your concern is what is a legitimate medical excuse… 
 Terri – …yeah and who defines that? Is it defined by a physician… is it defined by administrator…is it 

defined by me personally? 
 Amy – let me back up and ask a question…do you know anybody who has ever had a sick day and been 

called on it? 
 Terri – no, but I do know of an individual in a building in which I used to work and he was at the end of 

his career and was not there Monday or Friday, so I can see where that also could occur… 
 Amy – … so that is what six [bullet 6] is designed to prevent, but yet also making sure you are 

legitimately sick and not just coincidently [taking off] every Friday and Monday. 
 Terri – mmm hmmm… 
 Amy – it sound like a great schedule I would want to give that up on my insurance 
 Terri – he did 
 Amy – he did…okay 
 Terri – so those were the questions that we had on around the … 
 Amy – …the definition of that and who defines 
 Rich – there is one other one…one other one was paragraph two… 
 Terri – …or I’m sorry I missed that… 
 Rich – …that’s okay…it says immediate family living within the home…so is that …let’s just 

clarify…so a son/daughter in college, or do they have to be inside the home… 
 Amy – …immediate family living within the home … 
 Terri – …like grandma… 
 Amy – …like a son a daughter or a spouse  
 Rich – …so if you had a son or daughter… 
 Amy – …or a father mother brother sister foster/step parent 
 Rich – … so if you had a son or daughter… 
 Amy – … they could be living outside the home 
 Rich – …so the father daughter spouse could be outside the home 
 Amy – yes…anybody who is living within your home…so like grandma or great aunt or whatever…and 

then the list of people outside of the home. 
 Rich – okay 
 Amy – my…good question…any questions on the other one [Time Period]? 
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 Terri – on the … 
 Amy – …Time period 
 Terri – now what we are looking at is …I’m looking at the second paragraph, “An exception to the 

above standard is for Wednesday Collaboration Days…,” can we consider maybe taking away 
Wednesday and looking at it being weekly, because it may  not always be on a Wednesday in the future. 

 Amy – [Tim] do we know if it’s scheduled for Wednesdays next year? 
 Tim – I think it is. 
 Amy – I will look at the issue though…I know what you’re saying. 
 Terri – okay 
 Amy – because I have this one as a one year. The other thing that I think this paragraph needs to have 

added is something that we were chatting about…as we were flushing out issues…as well as the 
corresponding end of that Wednesday…just add a sentence on the end of that, that it ends [1-year 
duration]. We basically picked up the schedule and half-hour [later] flopped it back down, so covering 
that… 

 Terri – …and then as we go on down to the asterisk portions of it, can you give me a little more 
explanation on that first paragraph [first asterisk bullet]? 

 Amy – so say we have an isolated situation where somebody is running late coming from a doctor’s 
appointment…giving a little latitude…you know that you’re going to be 5-minutes late because you’re 
running something [for example]…it benefits you and it benefits the District to have…yes we have it set 
in stone, but we recognize that there are going to be exceptions where someone has an emergency and 
they’re running late…or whatever…that that will be taken care of. 

 Topher – so would that be something like say I’m a coach and I have to leave at the field at 3:15 pm… 
 Amy – perfect example. 
 Topher – and I’m scheduled to work until 3:30 or whenever 
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 Amy – I would think that’s a perfect example isn’t it. Is that the way you have handled it [Tim]? 
 Topher – so is that …okay 
 Terri – wo were talking that being more or less with the flexibility clause 
 Amy – yeah 
 Terri – and then on the second session [second asterisk] can you talk about any additional work 

compensation, and what I’m thinking of is that I perform a duty beyond my duty day if you will as a 
special education teacher, if my kids leave at 3:05 and it’s 30-minutes after [end of duty day] technically 
I should be able to leave that building at 3:35. I don’t have a meeting scheduled at 3:15 and that goes 
until 4:15 how is there anyway, because that is part of my job 

 Amy – right 
 Terri – and how are things like that handled, what’s the envision there? 
 Amy – the envision of that second set of asterisks isn’t the situation that you’re speaking of. This is the 

situation effectively of somebody who is working a 1.17 FTE, so your prep period…you’re are teaching 
a class and you volunteer and agreed to do that, that’s what that situation is envisioning and I think it is 
listed here…uhhh…but that’s what we’re talking about and you know what, if it’s something that you 
ask a question about, it’s something we need to flush out in the paragraph. 

 Terri – okay, with that being said, lets back up to the first paragraph…and again…30-minutes before 
and 30-minutes after…I’m going to use that same example…my special ed meetings go 30-minutes 
beyond or if I have it during the duty day, and Topher and I are in the same building, I’m going to take 
away part of his prep period for that time, so what is… 

 Amy – there is nothing in here to envision to cover that. 
 Terri – okay, but I guess my question is flexibility…where is that flexibility piece for that second… 
 Amy – …well I think some of that flexibility piece could fall into that second asterisk… 
 Terri – …second asterisk…okay 
 Aly – I mean it would be one of those things that…with the example that you gave with the IEP meeting 

that runs a little long… 
 Terri – …and some of it can go very long 
 Amy – and that tends to be true 
 Teri – you’ve been there as well 
 Amy – yes , it’s the end of the school year and we’re still having those fights [IEP], but I envision that is 

something that could be worked out in the first set of asterisks 
 Terri – okay 
 Amy – if you’re going to be there late a half-hour for a special ed meeting, maybe there is a little lead 

way on the front end 
 Terri – alright 
 Amy – and I’m going to clean up… if you asked that kind of a question on the second paragraph, I’m 

going to clean up the language to be clear. 
 Terri – okay so then I think we can just wait and look at this second proposal and come back that way. 

Thank you. 
 Amy – anything else you have before I present another proposal? 
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 Amy – before I hand this out…I’ve been given specific order to say this…when I sit in this chair and 
negotiate, it’s not me, I do what I’m told to do, sometimes people don’t believe that but I’m given 
direction this is what you’re supposed to do and this is how you do it, whether I like it or not. The 
proposal I’m about to give you makes me horribly uncomfortable because of what Cliff presented the 
other day, and this is the Districts financial package. The reason it makes me uncomfortable is we are 
negotiating with money when we are in the red, and that is probably accounting 101… bad juju …a no 
no…. 

 Amy – so this is the District’s Insurance and Salary proposal, please excuse my handwriting, I tried to 
make it as clear as possible but it was a proposal that the District pay the premium increase, employee 
only, for SelectHealth Option 2, and if you recall that is the one that has the 18.5% increases, it costs 
$241,000 in premium cost [insurance premium cost] and the District will pay 2% increase to the base of 
the of the existing salary schedule, no transition to Career Ladder, it includes PPS and teachers, 
everybody keeping them together even the state is reimbursing them differently, no salary less than the 
state approved minimum. I believe that is $32,700 or in that ballpark, that’s why I wrote it that way 
because I wanted to double check that number, ummm…this is about $550,000 worth of …because if I 
recall 1% is $150,000 and insurance can go up to $241,000 or something, ummm…when we are already 
in the red, this makes me nervous to do this, but this is what your District wanted to do and I think to 
some extent it recognizes a little bit of what Topher was talking about. Its representing…ummm…both 
interests…I mean to the best extent possible. Certainly we could have picked a better insurance, but then 
certainly the pay increase wouldn’t be there or we could have put it all in pay increase and your pay 
increase would be going to pay for your insurance cost, so it was like…I don’t want to say cutting the 
baby in half, but it was trying to recognize the conflicting interests of senior teachers and younger 
teachers, still recognizing some increase, still going to be in the red…looking like… 

 Tim – and like what we talked about this morning, there is a sense of urgency here too, July 1 is right 
around the corner and so, I have to get those contracts out, [and] we have people who need their health 
insurance, so I don’t want to mess around. (Tim whispered to Amy that it is okay) 

 Amy – …I know it’s okay, you [Tim] keep telling me it’s okay. I’m fearful not to just that fact that that 
you are in the red, but fearful of next year too. They say they will find a way to make this happen…but 
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you’re still in the red. I have to give you guys [District] credit for coming up with this package, 
recognizing the increases. 

 Amy – any questions? 
 Luke – yeah I have a couple of questions. I definitely understand the July 1 deadline, but I also know 

that we [you] can adjust contracts after that point, and I get the insurance thing too, but I also know that 
we have been talking about the fact that we [MHEA] don’t represent all employees at the table and I get 
that, and I know that insurance is a quasi-exception because we are bargaining for the entire…  

 Amy – … Idaho Code and Federal Law makes us [table] do it this way… 
 Luke – …exactly…so keeping all those things in mind, this doesn’t include steps or lanes, right? It’s just 

2% frozen where they’re. 
 Amy – [asking Cliff] frozen where they [teachers] are [steps and lanes]? …2%? 
 Cliff – pardon? 
 Amy – frozen where they are…at 2%? 
 Cliff – [including] steps and lanes 
 Luke – so steps and lanes also, so that should be probably be…that should be part 
 Amy – 2% on the base, that’s true 
 Luke – so that should be… 
 Amy – …trust me we’ll [District] have one typed up that is pretty… 
 Luke – …totally, but…  
 Tim – … it says to the base. 
 Amy – it does say to the base, there’s nothing in here about freeze… 
 Luke – well yeah, but… 
 Amy – …I know…that’s a clarifying question. 
 Luke – yep because that’s not what we’re [IEA] seeing in a lot of districts, they just say yeah we gave 

you 3%, everyone is happy and when they [teachers] get the contract, everyone is still where they were.  
 Amy – I would rather have you [MHEA] ask the question and let’s clean this up. 
 Luke – okay, thank you. 
 Luke – and then the other piece is…and I know we have…the insurance thing is a nightmare, and 

without a doubt it kept me up at night…actually this weekend just because I worry about everyone, is 
three more stuff to look at with the healthcare? Is there a wellness program we could possible 
implement? Is there…are there pieces somehow that we could bring down some of this price; I mean we 
didn’t talk about employees paying $25 a month or something. 

 Tim – we [District] have a wellness plan in place now [asking Cliff] correct? …wellness plan… don’t 
we have a wellness plan in the insurance package now? 

 Cliff – SelectHealth does have a wellness plan; we didn’t discuss it in depth; we also discussed having 
employees paying a portion of share [but] we [insurance committee] thought that would put a 
disproportionate burden on classified (inaudible). 

 Amy – I understand what you are saying and I don’t think there isn’t any reason that we [table] as a 
bargaining team… 

 Luke – …absolutely… 
 Amy – …can’t give some sort of a directive next year – can you [insurance committee] please look at – 

…and create some sort of a laundry list. 
 Luke – I know the Timing wise of it, it takes a lot to put together something like that 
 Amy – and I admit I’m concerned about…you [Luke] said [that] about Glenns Ferry…it went up 

twenty… 
 Luke – …twenty-nine percent 
 Amy – so if we go 18.5% this year and 20% something next year…it’s starting to get to the point where 

….classified employees are getting more insurance than they…and they can’t afford it. 
 Luke – they’re paying to work 
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 Amy – exactly. 
 Tim – the people in July I’m worried about are our maintenance folks, I’ve got one individual who is 

very ill and if his insurance  isn’t covered, he has to pay that out of pocket and he doesn’t have it…I 
mean it’s just plain and simple. 

 Amy – but I don’t disagree with you that I think we can come up with a laundry list, and whether they 
[insurance committee] looked, and I mean they may have looked at a lot of things and never reported it 
to us, but let’s say next year’s report back should include, these types of issues.  

 (discussion about Luke and Amy’s feelings and view on  insurance continued) 
 Amy – and I’ll be honest with you, I’m impressed that they [District] came up with this…it’s about 

$550,000 give or take (small talk) 
 Amy – so that’s all the ones I have for today, do you have anything else? 

 

 
 

 Amy – do you want to talk about next meeting? I assume our agenda is going to look very much like this 
[today’s agenda]…I don’t think we have…are there any informational pieces that either of us need? 

 Rich – none that I can think of right now. I’ll leave other on there [agenda] in case we need it. 
 Amy – [regarding] old proposals, I have a stack of redrafts to come back at you…that we’ll probably 

spend a good bit of Time on  
 Amy – what days are you [Rich] looking at 
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 Both parties discussed when to hold the next meeting. 
 Next Negotiations Meeting: Thursday, June 18, 3:30 – 6:00 p.m.  

 
NEGOTIATIONS ENDED:  11:30 a.m. 

 


